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Demand for HIV clinical services is increasing in Australia
but supply is decreasing
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Abstract. Background: HIV clinical service planning requires accurate estimates of the number of people living with
HIV (PLHIV) and the capacity of existing clinical services, each by geographical location. The aim of this study was to
quantify current HIV clinical service capacity in Australia. Methods: This study was a retrospective analysis of records of
HIV clinical service capacity in Australia. Participants were general practitioners who completed an annual survey in
2007–2009. Information on the number of hospital departments, sexual health services, antiretroviral-prescribing general
practitioners (ARV-GPs) and shared-care services providing expertise in HIV management from 2007 to 2010 were also
available. Results: From 2007 to 2009, the proportion of ARV-GP survey respondents treating 2–9 patients with HIV
per week increased from 36.5% to 49.1%, with a corresponding decrease in the average proportion who saw less than one
patient with HIV per week. The estimated number of PLHIV has increased by 12.5% in metropolitan areas, and 16.5% in
rural and remote areas over the period 2007–2010; however, the total number of services with at least one HIV ARV-GP
has decreased over the same period. Conclusions: Current methods to estimate clinical service capacity reveal decreasing
supply in the workforce in Australia despite increasing numbers of PLHIV. Further training of HIV clinicians and their
placement in regions of greatest supply–demand deﬁcits are required. Further studies are required to precisely quantify and
locate the capacity of the HIV clinical workforce with expertise in HIV case-management to enable efﬁcient service
planning.
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Introduction
Adequate clinical service provision for people living with HIV
(PLHIV) is essential for effective disease management. Timely
access to quality services for diagnosis, drug prescription and the
treatment of comorbidities affects long-term prognosis.1 Critical
factors that determine the effectiveness of existing clinical
services include the level of training and expertise among the
HIV clinical workforce, accessibility of service locations and the
clinical capacity of services, given patient demand.2–5
HIV clinical service planning requires accurate estimates of
the number of PLHIV within the service catchment and the
capacity of existing clinical services.5 Methods to estimate the
number of PLHIV are generally based on cross-sectional
prevalence surveys or case reporting.6,7 The size of the
clinical workforce is generally estimated from the number of
registered practitioners.8 Globally, the capacity of the clinical
workforce with expertise in HIV management is undersupplied
relative to the estimated number of PLHIV.9 This is particularly
evident within developing countries, and also in rural and remote
areas of developed countries.5
Journal compilation  CSIRO 2013

Here, we report estimates of the HIV clinical workforce
capacity in Australia from 2007 to 2010, from a survey of
practitioner activity and also from records of the number of
registered practitioners with expertise in HIV management.
These data are compared with estimates of the number of
PLHIV during the same period from another study.10 The
utility and limitations of these methods, as well as the
implications of the results to inform effective HIV service
planning in Australia, are discussed.

Methods
The Australasian Society for HIV Medicine (ASHM) conducts
annual activity surveys of community (general practitioner)
doctors who prescribe antiretroviral drugs to manage HIV
(ARV-GPs) in Australia. Survey data were available from
2007–2009. The survey asked participants about the number
of HIV patients treated and on antiretroviral therapy per week,
the amount of time spent providing care to patients with HIV
and geographical setting. It is likely that many participants
www.publish.csiro.au/journals/sh
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Total
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2008 n (%)
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64
27
Total
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Metropolitan Nonmetropolitan
56
31
Total
87

Practice activity surveys were received from ARV-GPs as
follows: 87 surveys in 2007, 91 in 2008 and 108 in 2009,
corresponding to a response rate of 58%, 61% and 72% in 2007,
2008 and 2009, respectively. Responses were primarily from the
state of New South Wales (57%), but also from the state of
Victoria (29%), Australian Capital Territory (6%), South
Australia (3%), Queensland (2%) and ‘Other’ (3%).
The proportion of survey respondents who treated an average
of one or fewer patients with HIV per week decreased from
24.7% in 2007 to 8.3% in 2009 (Table 1). This corresponded to
an increase in the number of respondents who saw 2–9 patients
with HIV per week, from 36.5% in 2007 to 49.1% in 2009. The
number of respondents who saw 10 or more patients with HIV
per week remained constant over the same period. From 2007 to
2009, there was an increase in the proportion of respondents
who had initiated 10 or more of their patients on antiretroviral
therapy (ART), from 42.5% (2007) to 60.0% (2009). There was
an increase in the proportion of respondents who spent ‘some’ of
their time providing care to patients with HIV, from 48.8% in
2007 to 63.0% in 2009, and a decrease in the proportion who
spent ‘little or none’ of their time providing care to patients with
HIV, from 31.4% in 2007 to 16.7% in 2009. The proportion of
respondents from metropolitan areas increased from 64.4% in
2007 to 74.8% in 2009.
Practitioners in rural and remote areas were signiﬁcantly
more likely to see fewer than 10 patients with HIV per week
than those in metropolitan areas from 2007 to 2009 (2007:
P < 0.001, 2008: P = 0.001, 2009: P = 0.003; Table 1); and were

Year
n

Results

Question

responded to multiple surveys, though identifying information
was not available.
Additionally, ASHM publishes an annual ‘ASHM directory:
HIV, hepatitis and related services’ of registered HIV services
in Australia, by geographical location. These were used to
record the number of services for each service type (hospital
department, sexual health service, ARV-GP and nonARV-GP)
for 2007–2010. Each service was classiﬁed as ‘metropolitan’
(urban centre population >100 000), ‘rural’ (urban centre
population 5000–99 000) or ‘remote’ (urban centre population
<5000), using the rural, remote and metropolitan areas (RRMA)
classiﬁcation of the Australian Government Department of
Health and Ageing.
Estimates of the number of PLHIV in each statistical region
of Australia (2007–2010) were obtained from a separate
study, described in detail elsewhere.10 Brieﬂy, an agent-based
simulation model was linked to the Australian National Registry
of HIV diagnoses, with data on internal migration patterns from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics and Australian population
mortality rates. The estimated number of PLHIV residing in
‘metropolitan’, ‘rural’ or ‘remote’ areas was classiﬁed using the
RRMA classiﬁcation.
Responses to the ASHM practice activity survey were
reported using frequencies and percentages. Signiﬁcance was
determined using c2-tests. Analyses were conducted in Stata/IC
ver.10.1 (Statacorp, College Station, TX, USA). This study was
approved by the University of NSW Human Research Ethics
Committee (reference number 2010–7-51).
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2009 n (%)
Metropolitan Nonmetropolitan
80
27
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Table 1. General practitioner responses to an Australasian Society for HIV Medicine practice activity survey (2007–2009), stratiﬁed by location
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also more likely to have initiated fewer than 10 of their current
patients on ART in 2007 (P = 0.005). Differences in the amount
of time spent providing care to patients with HIV did not differ
between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas from 2007 to
2009 (2007: P = 0.122, 2008: P = 0.170, 2009: P = 0.101).
Model-estimated numbers of PLHIV in Australia were
compared with the numbers of HIV services that employed at
least one ARV-GP during 2007–2010. In metropolitan areas of
Australia, the estimated number of PLHIV increased by 12.5%
from 14 555 in 2007 to 16 380 in 2010. During this same period,
clinical services with at least one ARV-GP in metropolitan areas
decreased from 60 to 55 (Fig. 1a). In rural and remote areas of
Australia, the estimated number of PLHIV increased more
substantially, by 16.5%, from 4310 in 2007 to 5021 in 2010.
During this same period, the number of clinical services with at
least one ARV-GP in rural and remote areas decreased from 31
to 25 (Fig. 1b).
Discussion
Demand for clinical services with expertise in HIV management
is increasing in Australia, but supply is decreasing. The number
of services with an ARV-GP has decreased, the number of
PLHIV has increased and the number of practitioners with
expertise in HIV case-management (ARV-GPs) has not
increased. Therefore, the extra burden of patients on existing
ARV-GPs reveals the need to increase the capacity of the HIV
clinical sector. Methods to estimate the capacity of the HIV
clinical workforce revealed that the proportion of participants
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who treated more patients per week increased and that there was
an increase in the amount of time spent treating PLHIV, over
the period 2007–2009. Our ﬁndings indicate that the demand
for HIV clinical services differed between metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan locations in 2007–2009.
Differences in the practice activity of metropolitan versus
rural or remote HIV clinicians are expected in the developed
setting. The majority of PLHIV reside in inner metropolitan
cities.11 In this study, we found that ARV-GPs in rural and
remote areas saw fewer patients with HIV and initiated fewer
patients on ART than their metropolitan-based counterparts.
However, the number of PLHIV is increasing in all areas.
Model-based estimates suggest that the number of PLHIV has
increased by 16.5% in rural and remote areas over the period
2007–2010, whereas the total number of services with at least
one ARV-GP has decreased by ~19% over the same period.
It is problematic to identify the precise locations of gaps
in HIV service provision. This study uses two approaches to
estimate HIV workforce capacity: ﬁrst, a survey of the practice
activity of a sample of clinicians; second, a comparison of the
number of registered services to the estimated number of
PLHIV. These methods provide very broad information about
service demand and capacity. The number of registered
practitioners is geographically reported very coarsely.8,11 Any
estimate of HIV service capacity obtained from the ratio of the
number of PLHIV to the number of practitioners will be
similarly coarse.
Both methods used in this study to estimate HIV clinical
service capacity are limited, in that the availability of
practitioners is poorly estimated. The number of practitioners
registered does not correspond directly to the amount of time
available to treat patients. The extent of available expertise in
HIV management at any clinical location to treat PLHIV is
difﬁcult to estimate.
There is a decreasing supply of HIV clinical services relative
to demand in Australia. Efﬁcient HIV service planning to
address the increasing burden and potential deﬁcit requires
detailed knowledge about existing services. This includes the
geographical location of HIV services, the numbers of hours
that clinicians are available to treat patients, and the capacity
to take on additional patients based on existing funding and
infrastructure. Further studies are required to precisely quantify
the capacity of the HIV clinical workforce with expertise in
HIV case management to identify the locations where efforts to
increase service capacity should be directed. However, this study
has demonstrated that there is a potential lack and decreasing
degree of adequate clinical service capacity for treating the
increasing number of PLHIV in Australia.
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Fig. 1. Number of general practice services with at least one antiretroviralprescribing general practitioner (ARV-GP) and the estimated number of
people living with HIV for (a) metropolitan and (b) rural and remote areas in
Australia (2007–2010).
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